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The international forum on space weather capabilities assessment aims to quantify scientificprogress 
in the area of space weather. More specifically it aims to deliver a framework for the application of 
metrics in order to measure performance/progress of space weather modelling and to construct a 
library of metric and validation techniques which may be used thereby harmonizing comparisons and 
validations which are made. One of the working groups acting under this umbrella focusses on space 
plasma and radiation environments and effects. In this domain there are clearly established 
standards for defining an environment which spacecraft must survive. Each major agency has its own 
standards which drive requirements. This 
is less mature in the domain of commercial aviation. The aim of the working group is to connect the 
space weather modelling community with experts on environment specification in order to define 
environmental quantities (scientific predictands) which are representative of the 
environment driving an effect thus addressing user needs. The effects covered by the working group 
include surface charging, internal charging, total (ionizing and non-ionizing) dose, single event effects 
and effects on aircraft. In addition to the scientific (or environmental) predictand an associated effect 
quantity (and associated timescale) is defined for which tools are readily available to transform 
quantities from the environment to the effect. Finally, a set of statistical metrics are defined to 
evaluated the accuracy of model outputs. The acceptance of quantities will simplify to task of space 
weather modelers in validating their model and provide an objective comparison between models to 
show which are more reliable for a given effect over a given timescale. This talk presents the 
progress of the working group thus far to define concrete quantities which shall constitute space 
weather metrics in this domain. 
 
 
